Relevant news and research

3.21 Health effects for younger smokers
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3.21.1 Early signs of addiction


3.21.2 Respiratory infections and exacerbation of asthma


Jordao, Eaoc, Kuschnir, FC, Figueiredo, VC, Felix, MMR, Silva, Tlnd, Kuschnir, MCC, Bloch, KV, Szklo, M. ERICA: smoking is associated with more severe asthma in Brazilian adolescents. *J Pediatr (Rio J).*
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3.21.3 General health of young smokers


3.21.4 Fitness and lung function in young smokers
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3.21.5 Early signs of lung disease


3.21.6 Early signs of cardiovascular disease


Szumska, M, Damasiewicz-Bodzek, A, Czubilinska, J, Dlugaszek, M, Gawlik, K, Krywult, A et al. Pregnancy-Associated Plasma Protein A (PAPP-A) Concentration in Population of Healthy Young...
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3.21.7 Dental health problems in young people
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3.21.8 Muscular skeletal problems in young people


3.21.9 Other health problems young people


News reports:


Klampe, Michelle. Teens who smoke daily are more likely to report health complaints. Oregon State University, 2016. July 28, 2016. Available from:
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3.21.4 Fitness and lung function in young smokers


3.21.6 Early signs of cardiovascular disease
